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Junkie Cats is built to ensure longevity with the way its buy and sell taxes 

are set up. Portions of each transaction is added to liquidity to ensure less 

price Volatility whereas the manual buyback is used to create bullish 

momentum or defend key support areas at certain milestones.
Our marketing & development tax ensures not only a continuous stream of

Junkie Cats is a meme-inspired (NFT) project aiming to create a fun and 
engaging environment for users and. Investors. The Crazy Junkie Cats NFTs 

aim to generate multiple rewards for holders, We have carefully crafted and 

selected the finest junkie cat memes and bundled them into NFTS that users 

can be traded for rewards. Each NFT is equipped with its own distinctive 

features, adding to its extra value. The rarer the NFTS the higher the value 

and rewards.

The Junkie Cats world provides users the possibility to trade rare Junkie 

NFTS. Users can access the marketplace, shop, trade Junkie Cats NFTS 

and view holdings from their dashboard. The more NFT(s) Minted the higher 

the rewards. With specially built features, adventurous themes and limited-

editions NFTs based on the current hype, the Junkie Cats team is dedicated 

to delivering express and continuous stream of finesse contents, NFTS and 

multiple innovations.

new investors, but necessary funding for ongoing development of the to 

further create More Junkies.

WEN LAMBO
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Each NFTS will have mint limit, enabling Junkie Cats to 

maintain a solid rewards structure without devaluing the 

current holder base. Each NFT variations contain common 

to extremely rare traits, creating an addictive user
experience that’s both rewarding and fun.

Releases

Minting Different Variations of Junkie Cats NFTS from the 

Our Own Junkie Dapp NFT marketplace couldn’t be 

easier! Users simply connect to the marketplace using 

their desired wallet, visit the shop, then spend their BNB to 

mint NFTS. After minting head over to the staking Dapp, 

select the appropriate category for which you'll love to sell 

the nFts afterwards and that's all you need to do, wait for 

rewards, as going forward newer investors will want to 

hold these nFts and must purchase them at higher value. 

Each NFTS minted guarantees investors untold rewards 

which varies according to the category of NFT holding(s).

NFT Minting & How It Works

NFT MINTING
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With 100 epic, 200 legendary, 200 rare, 500 common, Junkie 

Cats NFTs will be available on NFTtrade.com marketplace 

where all NFTS will be purchased and sold between users. 

Available long before launch time, this will enable investors list 

NFTs directly from their dashboard and sell to others in BNB. 

Why BNB? This is to create additional stability as a vast 

amount of NFT sales is injected into the chart for better 

sustainability of the Junkie Cats Chart.

This is much different from traditional NFT marketplaces, as 

users can easily sell their NFTS on the marketplace just at 

anytime and subsequently will be able to sell them on other 

NFT marketplaces as the Junkie Catsexpands.

Immediately after purchase, investors have the ability to view 

all of their NFT(S) on the dashboard, Since NFTS are limited, 

users also have the ability to simply
hold them for however long they’d like, selling them on the 

marketplace at anytime for profit. Purchasing a rarer Junkie 

Cats NFT(s) is more valuable as you’re able to acquire more 

rewards as far as future released Junkie Cats NFT utility.

Flexible Trading For Investors

Purchase options

NFT SALES
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SECURITY:

TAXES:

Vulnerability and will continue to adapt and improve 

Security and safety of funds is paramount for any

our security measures as threats evolve to ensure 
long-term security is always made a priority.

55% FL ( 35% sale 20% Liquid)
15% NFT token 20% Burn 10% CEX listing

financial transactions. Junkie Cats utilises a non-

negotiable zero-risk liquidity locking mechanism, 

Junkie Cats is protected against traditional market 

Tokenomics

backed by unique modular smart contracts. 

Tax:
Buy 5%

 % Taxes
 % To LP

  % Marketing

 % Taxes

Sell 5%
 % To LP

 % Marketing
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CMC & CG Application / Trending
Dextools/Dexscreener Trending
BuyBot Trending

Project Launch

PHASE 1 
Project Incubation

Avadex Trending
NFT Mint Integration
Launch Minting Dapp

PHASE 2
 Junkie Cats NFTs Release

Establish Major Partners

CEX Listings

Extensive Marketing Push
KOLs Marketing

PHASE 3

Rewards Diversification

Junkie Cats Mafia Partnerships
Team Expansion

PHASE 4
Marketing For Massive Adoption

Continuous Marketing 
New Partnerships

Release Cross-Chain NFTs

PHASE 5
Junkie Cat Hub
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JUNKIE CATS

LINKS

TG: https://t.me/JUNKIECATS

Portfolio: https://linktr.ee/junkiecats

X: https://twitter.com/JunkieCatsBsc

Web: https://junkie-cats.com
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